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I believe everyone
deserves the
opportunity to
innovate for a
better world.

OUR PU R P O S E
Our overarching goal is to multiply the impact of innovation for a greater
global good. Through the Circular Board accelerator, events, and Alice, we
work to democratize access to the financial, intellectual and social capital needed to scale businesses for all entrepreneurs, regardless of gender,
ethnicity, geography, industry, prior experience, or cultural constraint. We
aim to bring all voices to the innovation economy, in order to more rapidly
solve our world’s most pressing problems.

A L I CE L OG O
Our logo stands for four things:
Connections. The speech bubble withing the mark
indicates connections made among people and resources that support growth.
Innovation. The upward slant within the “A” of “Alice” indicates forward growth, and outside of the box
thinking. The question mark formed from the line and
cicle of the mark indicate constant questioning of the
status quo and a curiosity to find a better way.
Knowledge. The incorporation of various punctuation
withing the mark allude to the collective knowledge of
Alice’s community.
Access. The emphasis on the “A” is both for “Alice” and
to highlight access for everyone.

tools | experts | content | events
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The Alice logo can be manipulated in three primary
ways:
(1) as “Alice” text only with or without relevant subtitle
(2) as the “A” alone, primarily for use as avatar
(3) a
 s the “A” mark with circular text, primarily for use
as a seal or emblem
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PRI MA RY COL OR PA L ET T E
This is the primary color palette associated with Alice, for use on all primary branding collateral, logos, and brand
representative materials.

PMS: 101-16C
CMYK: 100/98/42/49
RGB: 20/22/63
#: 14163f

PMS: 45-8C
CMYK: 1/89/81/0
RGB: 236/67/60
#: ec433c

PMS: 48-1C
CMYK: 0/12/10/0
RGB: 253/227/218
#: fde3da

PMS: 118-4C
CMYK: 44/0/6/0
RGB: 133/211/234
#: 84d3e9

PMS: 99-1C
CMYK: 3/2/1/0
RGB: 244/244/247
#: f3f4f6

PATTE RN S A N D TE XT U R ES
The following patterns and textures are for use across brand collateral. Patterns can be manipulated to incorporate various brand colors, as well as for embossing and debossing.

WHO I S A L IC E ?
A connector. Alice finds great joy in building relationships, and sharing those connections for the benefit of others. She is constantly looking for ways for others to share insight, experiences, and advice. When you’re lost and
don’t know where to go, Alice is your go-to girl.
A visionary. Alice is a creative soul who thinks big, and keeps her eye on the long-term vision. She believes anything is possible through hard work and access to the right resources to fuel the mission.
An advocate. Alice rallies behind the underdog, and believes everyone deserves a fair chance to prove themselves. Alice serves as a voice for women, minorities, or anyone who she believes has had to fight extra hard to
achieve success.
An empath. While bold and fearless on the outside, Alice is a softy at heart. She understands the struggles of entrepreneurs on a very personal level, and does everything in her power to help those who are trying to help themselves.
A curious intellectual. Alice never stops learning, and has a love of books and rhetorical questions. She is constantly exploring new lands, industries, and trends to share with her broad and diverse network.
Content aggregation plan

ALI CE ’S VOIC E
Speak in the first person. Alice always speaks in first person, using words like “I,” “We,” “Mine,” “Ours,” and “Us.”
Smart wit. Alice may be an intellectual, but she has a keen sense of humor and uses it to connect with others.
Alice also loves double entendres and pithy quotes.
Inclusive. Alice never uses phrases or words that might feel offensive or exclusive to others, and never takes a
hard political stance. A good test is to reverse the audience (for example, if a man said the same phrase to Alice,
how would it sound?), to ensure that it still sounds inclusive.
Inquisitive. Alice is always trying to get to know people better, so asks questions often, but always with the goal
of ultimately helping others. For example, she might open a question with, “In order to better help you...,” or “I can
better guide you with the following information...”
Language-agnostic. Alice’s primary language is English, but she has traveled the world and speaks a variety of
languages when relevant.
Straightforward. Alice gets right to the point, in a clear and easy-to-follow manner.

ALI CE ON L IN E
Alice is active online, maintaining a voice across social media platforms and also through contributed content
when possible.
Instagram. Alice uses a combination of beautiful images and bold graphics that tie back to the primary color
palette to provide visual appeal to founders. From work style and office supplies, to top reads and favorite getaways, Alice uses Instagram to communicate the overall life of an entrepreneur. This content is supplemented by
an occasional advertorial for premium content, like the Circular Summit, boot camps and workshops, and more.
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Pinterest. Alice repurposes many of her Instagram posts to utilize on Pinterest for a longer life span, highlighting
the life interests of an entrepreneur and occasionally adding in an advertorial feature for premium content.
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Twitter. Alice uses Twitter as a customer service interface, immediately responding to entrepreneurial needs, and
also as a day-to-day sneak into her life. This might include events she’s attending, experts she’s interacting with,
and resource recommendations for founders.
Facebook. Alice engages her community on Facebook, and opens up group discussions on a variety of entrepreneurial topics, including fundraising, technology and work-life balance.
Medium. Alice loves Medium when she has a lot to say about a topic, and wants to share her opinion with a
broader community. Alice always keeps things light-hearted, while diving deep into areas of interest to entrepreneurs.
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Montserrat is our primary typeface.
We selected this font due to it’s
global appeal, approachable style,
and elegant simplicity. Montserrat
comes in the following weights
(asterisk denotes primary usage for
Alice):
Thin
Thin Italic
ExtraLight
ExtraLight Italic
Light
Light Italic
Regular*
Italic*
Medium*
Medium Italic*
SemiBold
SemiBold Italic
Bold
Bold Italic
ExtraBold

ExtraBold Italic
Black
Black Italic

FO NT H IE RA RC H Y

Header 1

Font: Montserrat Medium | Color: #12113c

HEADER 2

Font: Montserrat Medium | Color: #12113c | 50% size of Header 1; all caps

Header 3
Font: Playfair Italic | Color: #000000 | 75% size of Header 2
This is Body copy. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Pellentesque non accumsan sem.
Praesent ut arcu id enim tristique accumsan varius et neque. Morbi nibh justo, maximus ut nisl quis, hendrerit
sollicitudin erat. Donec blandit justo sit amet arcu sodales facilisis. Sed sagittis nec justo id vehicula. Morbi nec
massa nibh. Morbi efficitur odio quis mi molestie dictum. Morbi facilisis volutpat vehicula. In viverra mauris nisi, et
vestibulum dolor eleifend a. Fusce erat dolor, semper ut nibh eu, cursus scelerisque arcu. Morbi accumsan urna
quis vulputate fermentum. Vestibulum non consequat nibh. Integer quis velit non ex auctor tincidunt. Proin varius diam nec lobortis rutrum.
Font: Montserrat Medium | Color: #000000 | 50% size of Header 2
Thi s i s a n i n l i n e l i n k .
Font: Montserrat Medium | Color: #000000 | 50% size of Header 2

APPLI CATION
Alice can be represented through a variety of applications, depending on her audience and the purpose of the
brand collateral. See below for various representations:

